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“The driver and not the technology should
be the focal point of a car,” says Frank
Rinderknecht, Rinspeed boss, summing up
the fundamental idea behind his Senso,
which was developed in cooperation with
engineering specialist, Esoro. 
Johannes Seesing, an automotive applica-
tions specialist at Bayer, says: “We are
already carrying out research on the car of
tomorrow. The Senso is an outstanding
example of unconventional ideas and
applied lateral thinking.”
Running on environmentally friendly natural
gas, Senso has been labelled the most 
sensuous car in the world. It ‘senses’ the
driver by measuring biometric data, and
then exerts a positive effect, with the help of
patterns, colours, music and fragrances on
the basis that a person who is relaxed and
wide-awake simply drives better and more
safely.
The whole project is based on an elaborate
sensory system consisting of a number of
sensors, that have the job of gathering data
about the driver’s condition. A biometric
Polar watch measures the driver’s pulse. 
A Mobile Eye camera records driving
behaviour, how well and how fast lanes are
changed, how close and at what speed the
cars in front are approached. Then, so goes
the vision, an HP on-board computer evalu-
ates the data with special algorithms, to
assess the driver’s current state of mind!
The developers of the concept car speak of
‘Zen-sorial.’ On the basis of the data, the
driver now receives various sensory impuls-
es that put him in a state of relaxed atten-
tiveness. The idea of these ‘communicating
surfaces’ stems from designer Andreas
Fischer, who developed the ‘zenMotion con-
cept’ at the University of Zurich Institute for
Computer Sciences in cooperation with the
University of Innsbruck Institute for Psycho-
logy from studies dealing with the emotional
effect of moving patterns on people.
In the “Senso” - depending on the condition
of the driver - four small Sharp LCD moni-
tors emit stimulating (orange/yellow), relax-
ing (blue/violet) or neutral (green) colour
patterns into the driver’s line of vision 
integrated into futuristic designed interior
panelling, which lights up over the entire
area and bathes the cockpit in dazzle-free
ambient light.
All this is made possible by an innovative
electroluminescent film technology devel-
oped by Bayer Material Science and Swiss
electronics specialist, Lumitec. This ‘smart
surface technology’ is celebrating its world
premiere in the automotive industry. 
The glowing material can be made into any
shape and does not need electric bulbs or
LEDs. The high-tech surface is computer-
controlled and, depending on applied volt-
age, shines green, blue or orange.
The optical stimuli are reinforced by spe-
cially composed sounds, stored digitally on
a computer. In addition to the eyes and
ears, the nose is stimulated by scents
developed by the fragrances specialist,
CWS/Voitino, which flow into the car
through the ventilators. 
Vanilla-mandarin has a calming effect.
Citrus-grapefruit is more stimulating. Even
the tactile senses are included: should the
central computer establish any symptoms of
tiredness in the driver, electric motors, inte-
grated in the seat, will shake him/her
awake by vibrating! 
The car has other angles: drivers are cen-
tred in the car, so rear passengers view
past the driver; the car uses carbon compo-
nents custom-made by hand; the exterior an
‘interplay between smooth curves and sharp
edges’ evokes ‘attractive industrial architec-
ture’ with ‘scratch-proof window coating.’ 
Just can’t help wondering what the ‘Senso’
is going to make of the moods and manners
of any resident dogs?
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The automobile is certainly a market that major corporations have their
eyes on for prospective spend, as in The Swiss Porsche Tuning Car Company
Rinspeed and Bayer MaterialScience presenting a joint new vehicle concept,
Rinspeed 'Senso' - the car that senses the driver - and premiered at the
Geneva Motor Show this month.
